
Spring and my Own Goddess of Spring

It was the best day in my life. I had rented a nice black car and I was driving east, fast and
easy,  on  secondary  roads  through the  rolling  plains  and  plateaus  of  Champagne  and
Lorraine. It  was 3 May 2017. The sky was blue with scattered white cumuli that were
appearing much bigger, higher and greyer at the horizon. Something huge was forming
there.  I  was on my way to  see Fishbach’s  concert  in the Saint-Donat  church in  Arlon,
Belgium, as part of the Aralunaires festival. I was high, very high, higher than I had ever
been  before.  Of  course,  I  was  smoking  weed  from  noon  to  dawn.  But  it  was  only
peripheral adjustment and support. The engine of the highness was endogenous, in my
brain. With the precocious arrival of spring I had kicked out depression and been climbing
unquestioningly through hypomania: I was not working, I had sufficiently money left; I
was  in  perfect  conditions  for  experimenting  and  enjoying  unconditional  happiness,
euphoria, excitation and hedonism — the shiny side of bipolar disorder, the golden trick,
the  lovely  upgoing  slope  to  nowhere  but  inner  paradise  —  whatever  may  happen
subsequently. It was 3 May 2017. I was on my way to see my music idol producing herself
with her band in a church (a church!). I would pass through a terrible storm at the border
between France and Belgium, arrive little time before the show, sit at the first row in the
church,  receive an incredible  emotional  hit  and see a  tunnel  opening in  the light  and
stroboscope landscape like a pathway to another universe; have a short chat with Fishbach
after the concert (she would comment the design of my notebook and leave a nice note in



it), drink a pint of beer and a big cup of coffee in a bar of the deserted city centre, circle
ecstatically in my car in the urban ring roads feeling weird gravity shifts, finally take the
way back home, after midnight; once in France, 30 km south to the border, I would meet∼
the customs officers, a joint of weed lying, red and hot, in the ashtray close to my small
reserve box, and bore them with an unstoppable and improvised speech — I am a writer, I
just come back from a concert of Fishbach, do you know Fishbach? No? You should listen,
it’s great, she inspires me a lot, look these are the nice merchandising they gave at the
show, OK, OK, this side of the car, really you have never heard about her?… — until they
let me go; I would shout my joy at the stars in the sky, get lost through the complicated net
of roads before home, arrive after the sun had risen, barely sleep before preparing myself
for  the  next  show,  at  night,  at  "La Cigale"  in  Paris  — Fishbach again,  of  course,  why
questioning? Two concerts in two days, I was just a groupie. It was 3 May 2017. It was the
best day in my life. I was precisely on the edge between reason and insanity, hypomania
and mania, at the cerebral orgasmic point before snaky mental maze. Under my umbrella,
smoking, my back pressed against the outside walls of the Saint-Donat church, on the top
of the hill  of  Arlon,  amazed and overwhelmed,  I  was listening to Fishbach vocalizing
before the concert and there was nothing else to live.

Was I then in love with Flora Fischbach and was my tracking of her a psycho behaviour?
My friends were concerned with this issue and would let me know. What I will  write
further will address the second part of the question. Now, about l.o.v.e.: of course I was in
love  with her.  Everybody was  in  love  with her.  Well,  let’s  say,  every person attracted
sexually by women in her audience was in love with her. I  mean, she was, she is "too
much": delivering brilliant and daring pop music, singing extraordinarily — love her or
hate her, there is no middle point on this subject —, beautiful, sexy, even ambiguous in
gender and age, naturally classy, and above all hypnotic, magnetic, psychetic; on scene,
supported by great musicians, she was, she is fucking something. I fell at first listening
and sight, as many, many others.

But my passion for Fishbach was of course well beyond and apart from lust. The discovery
of her debut album À Ta Merci in the first days of February 2017 gave me an electroshock.
As I alluded previously, I was exiting a long, deep, and chaotic depressive phase and she
was just the perfect extra kick I could expect. It was like being a young teenager living his
first musical crush once again. With the slight difference that my Fishbach’s crush was
several orders of magnitude more intense than the musical crushes I had experimented
when  I  was  actually  a  young  teenager,  in  the  late  80’s.  Fishbach’s  music  was  just  a
glittering synthesis of most that I could have liked so far in music draped in the peculiar
big sound of "French touch": the mainstream pop music of Daniel Balavoine or Mylène
Farmer, the synth-pop of Kraftwerk or Depeche Mode, the rock of Electrelane, the electro-
rock of Ladytron, the lettered songs of Françoise Hardy or Françoiz Breut, …, with, from
place to place, irresistible spans reminiscent of Tame Impala or Vangelis’ Blade Runner
themes and atmospheres. Soon, listening to Fishbach’s music became an almost full-time,
delighting  occupation;  she  was  a  drug and she  was  better  with  drug.  Obviously  and



corolarilly, there was a noticeable feedback loop between her and my mood level: the more
I listened to her music the more I felt hypomaniac and vice versa. Last but not least, there
was the song called "Mortel" and its two strangely diverging versions (one on the 2015
Fishbach EP, one on the À Ta Merci album). I was totally stunned: listening to this song was
like feeling an harmless though harrowing arrow passing through all  the nodes of my
entire existence. I swear I watched hundreds of time the YouTube Vevo Dscvr live version
of the song. The emotion provoked was indescribable and undecipherable.

I booked a ticket for her upcoming concert in "La Cigale", Paris, 4 May 2017. But it was too
far… When I discovered that she was actually about to perform her very big touring date
in the same place 14 March, I went crazily impatient; I managed to buy, the day before the
event, a black market ticket on the Internet. 14 March 2017 was a spring sunny and cool
Tuesday. In the morning, in order to lower my excitation, I went running 20 km. I arrived
at "La Cigale" very early in order to be able to place myself in the first or second row in the
audience. I was 15. It was my first concert ever. I smoke only one joint and drank only one
beer. After the show I was not the same person anymore. Some ravishing wasp come from
outer space had bitten me, injecting in my body and soul a sweet and fatal venom. Her
name was Flora and, with my poor erudition, I remembered that Flora was the goddess of
something in some ancient mythology. I checked on the Internet: indeed, Flore or Flora
was, in roman divinity, the goddess of flowers and spring. It was too much, too poetic: the
reflection of my own renewal in music and emerging star. And, from then on, everything
started to lovely burst.

As I told to the customs officers in the night of 3 May, in these times, I was effectively and
vainly trying to write a "novel." I intended to describe the dying of the light-like loss — or,
actually, the refusal of loss — of past euphoria existing in bipolar disorder treatment and
stabilisation.  Nevertheless,  after  seeing  Fishbach  live  for  the  first  time,  this  literature
direction split up into various and poorly coherent drafts as I more and more focused my
writing energy in composing "Letters" to Fishbach. And, yeah, in the end, I went totally
psycho with that. Everything started around 15 of 16 March (i.e., no more than two days
after the show in "La Cigale"): I felt an uninhibited, overwhelming, irresistible, almost vital
need of telling her in writing what I had felt during the concert and since the discovery of
her music — and acknowledging her. Surprisingly, I had found an email address at her
name in a public page on the Internet; it was obviously obsolete but I considered this way
better than sending a post mail to her family in Charlevilles-Mézières in the northeastern
corner of France. She would probably never read the email I had written but, who cared?
Just the fact of sending the stuff was delivering me from a weight — yes, I am the boy who
listened too many times to "Tous les cris les SOS" by Daniel Balavoine. Nevertheless, I
started to dream about the possibility of meeting her and telling her about the email. From
15 I was regressing to 14 or even 13. The possibility became probability when I decided to
go with some friends to a concert of Cléa Vincent in "La Gaîté Lyrique", Paris: the latter
singer was kind of friend with Fishbach and Fishbach was not programmed anywhere on
that day. It was 12 April 2017 and, at that date, my hypomania had enhanced exponentially



and, in that night more precisely, my disinhibition was strengthened by a mix of alcohol,
weed,  and  MDMA.  Of  course,  Fishbach  was  there,  a  few  metres  from  me,  in  the
background of the concert room; and of course, overcoming any fear of being ridiculous, I
went straight to her, told her about the mail, "I would like you to read it", verifying the
obsolescence  of  the  abovementioned  address,  finally  telling  her  my  first  name  and
surname at her demand. Believe me or not, living such a teenage dream when you are 40-
years old — with the physical, psychological and chemical means allowed by time — is
quite of a thing. It is totally, absolutely childish but when you are bipolar in a jumping,
junkie hypomaniac phase, it is the best shoot of heroin you can beg for — then, just add
the right dose of romanticism looking at your heroine walking in beauty like the night just
as in one of your preferred Suede songs and you are in Paradise. From that moment, I
started to  write  other  emails  to  the same address,  which  from emotional  reports  of  a
bipolar fan in euphoria rapidly turned into more and more complex interpretations of the
Fishbach’s song lyrics, and especially of the "Mortel" lyrics. Since I met her a few times
after shows, I had clues that she was at least receiving my texts; but, strangely, maybe by
fear,  maybe because my reality was progressively colonised by hallucinations, I  would
prefer to leave a thick sheet of doubt on what I was in my inner me quite pretentiously
dreaming the most — having her as my reader. During the first part of May, as I  was
sliding on a slippery slope with readings of Quantum Metaphysics mixed with foreseen
theories about the control of technology and Internet over the Humanity, my "letters" to
Fishbach drowned into "delusions" (?). I  was for example persuaded that "Mortel"  had
travelled in time through my consciousness (and of course from hers) between its first
version release date (November 2015) and my discovery of Fishbach (February 2017) with
consequences  on  my  existence  trajectory.  It  was  still  not  that  worrying:  in  a  way,
considering the frequently odd nature of Fishbach’s lyrics, this may have been considered
as funny. I could have pursued my role of freaky, half-crazy groupie: there was so many
touring dates to come. For example, I had won tickets for a concert in the suburbs of Paris
where both Fishbach and Cléa Vincent were programmed! It was 15 May. But, that day in
the afternoon, I got my first psychotic paranoid crisis: I destroyed almost all my electronic
devices at home, especially the Internet box that I smashed with a hammer and drowned
in the toilets before washing it with burning water and squeezing it in the outside bin. This
crisis left me exhausted and I did not went to the concert. I would never see Fishbach
again during the 2017–2018 years. I had opened a new territory in my psychosis: after
sending her an heavy chain of intriguing playlists and images, I stopped this vain, one–
way correspondence.  What for writing when you can communicate through Quantum
telepathy? It was only the beginning of my relation with the virtual, computed part of
Fishbach: I would deliver her from the sick program in her brain and we, as one, would
save the World. I had some beautiful days waiting for me in the psychiatric hospital.

At the end, if I analyse my relation with Fishbach’s person, band and music, there is one
important remaining idea: it is a question of faith. When, nowadays, absolutely sober and
cautious with my possible hypomania trends, I look back at this special date of 3 May
2017,  I  confess I  feel  kind of  a nostalgia.  How could I  feel  different? That  day I  truly
believed I was blessed by her. She was my own Flore, my own Goddess of Spring and



Flowers. I will never forget how, before losing control, during a few weeks of a sunny
spring, I felt a strong convergence between my delighted mood rises and my Fishbach-
related emotional events. I  told previously about a feedback loop. Between hypomania
and Fishbach, was there a dominating cause-to-effect way? Who knows? Maybe I just have
to let myself go and believe in Fishbach. After all, even outside hypomania and without
any drug, I still feel the same emotions and energy listening to her music: I am entranced
by it/her. Oddly, yesterday, she was performing on a boat in Paris, a kind of VIP, quickly
sold out event. On Twitter, I started joking with someone from her record label: even if it
was sold out I could try to come swimming or parachuting. Maybe last year I would have
been sufficiently crazy to try something like that.  However,  whereas some miles away
from me this boat was carrying her, I was running in a deep and dense forest, crossing
stags and snakes, fascinated by the diffusion of emerald lights through the deep green
canopy, imagining the beloved beat of "Mortel" entwined in my heart pulses. Despite the
extreme heat, I was sometimes shivering; there was something, someone in there, in the
air, through the sky and towards the sinking sun. And I was softly riddled by random
shots of life.


